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Abstract

This thesis seeks to represent the relationships between culture, heritage
and identity.
As a first generation Chinese-Canadian settler immigrant, I look to
investigate the forces of the built environment that has shaped my
personal identity and the forces that are shaping others perception of
my identity. I situate my investigation in the context of North American
Chinatowns, one of the most glaring examples of a Chinese-Canadian
space.
It is through storytelling that I explore how heritage can be spatialized and
how its representation reframes culture and identity. Heritage has become
a commodity through heritage conservation methods and regulation.
Naturally changing spaces have been forced into stagnation because of
competing pressures of nationalism and consumerism. They’ve become
representations of an ideal that is imposed on by designers, politicians,
and government.
I argue that heritage is not an asset to be protected and conserved.
Heritage must be sustained and defined by the everyday lived experiences
of people in order to result in the creation of resilient cultural spaces.
Through storytelling, I speculate on the narratives of these people and
ask the question:
What do these places become when they are created, designed, and inhabited by
the community living there?
Where do designers stand in this process of identity building and placemaking?
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I | INTRODUCTION

Thesis Statement

Heritage is not an asset to be protected and conserved. Heritage must
be sustained and defined by the everyday lived experiences of people in
order to result in the creation of resilient cultural spaces.
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What are Chinatowns?
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Fig. 2 Chinatown
Collage created by author

Note.

The waves of Chinese immigration to
North America can be characterized by
people’s desire to start anew. The first
wave around the 1780s was the calling
of the gold rush that drew many men
from the poor, rural southern province
of Guangdong to start their treacherous
journeys across the Pacific Ocean
(Vancouver Heritage Foundation, 2018).
During the second wave, North America
welcomed the Chinese as disposable
labour for the railroad boom, while the
Chinese saw it as an opportunity to
escape the war, famine and government
in China. The immigrants that settled
found work as miners, labourers, farmers,
and contributed to the establishment of
small businesses and agriculture. While
settlement patterns differed depending
on region, these immigrants settled in
neighbourhoods which would become to
be known as Chinatown (Tsui, 2010).
However,
these
opportunities
for
renewal in the west quickly turned into
opportunities for racism, discrimination
and xenophobia. Evident through
discriminatory Head Tax, Exclusion
Acts, city planning, mappings and the

expropriation of citizens, the Chinese
were systematically and continuously
oppressed
(Vancouver
Heritage
Foundation, 2018). The neighbourhoods
were seen as slums, filled with opium
dens, prostitution and disease that city
planners wanted to eradicate (Mars,
2015). It may even seem coincidental
that almost all Chinatowns across
the continent suffered from natural
disasters, such as earthquakes and/
or fires, that destroyed the entire
neighbourhood. The destruction and
rebuilding of neighbourhoods gave
the citizens a chance to reclaim their
autonomy and status- however, not in
the way that one would expect.
It can be argued that the design styles of
the San Francisco Chinatown- the oldest
Chinatown in North America- influenced
all Chinatowns across the continent
(Mars, 2015). After the great fire and
earthquake of 1906, the San Francisco
Chinese were handed the chalk to draw
up their neighbourhood, although
not without a fight with city officials
that involved the Chinese Empress to
intervene. The rebuild was led by an

4
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American born Chinese businessman,
Look Tin Eli, whose plan was “to create
a Chinatown that looked the way white
people imagined Chinatown to look.
Even though he knew in his own mind
that the buildings in China didn’t all
look like this” (Mars, 2015, 12:13). He
hired two white architects who had
never been to China and their only
exposure to any oriental architecture
was referencing century old religious
vernaculars from the Song Dynasty
(Mars, 2015). So, up went inappropriately
used pagodas to decorate tops buildings,
dragons, temple-motifs and red lanterns
flanked the neighbourhood boundaries.
These culturally appropriated structures
are thrown together into a bombastic
chinoiserie that perpetuate stereotypes
and misinformed cultural significance
by the Westerner into times today.
It is inherent in the design that the
creation of the Chinatown aesthetic was
a response to racism. Its architecture
was used to prove ethnicity and change
perceptions of the Chinese to the
white majority (Tsui, 2010). The new,
“pleasant” appearance of Chinatown

caused the white majority to rethink
their sentiment towards the Chinese.
As a newspaper published in 1909 put
it, “Chinatown is one of the most noted
places on the American continent. We
have held up to the public gaze for too
long the racial grief that separates the
yellow and white people of the earth.”
(Mars, 2015). These distinct design
elements branded the community, and
by embracing these perceived exociticm,
orientalism and foreignness, Chinese
communities were allowed to survive.
Today, Chinatowns in North America
are easily identifiable by the same
architectural
characteristics.
What
is often overshadowed by the tourist
traps and gastronome wonderlands are
the living residents of the community.
Chinatown has historically been a
neighbourhood for the unwanted
(Tsui, 2010). It is a safe enclave for new
immigrants and other minority groups,
regardless of whether they are Chinese
or not. And because of the systemic
oppression and perception as a slum,
Chinatown falls through priorities of the
government. The lack of attention allows

Fig. 3 San Fransisco Chinatown’s Dragon Gate

Note.
Wiegand, A. (2014). Dragon Gate to Chinatown in San

Francisco [Photograph]. Wikimedia Commons. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/File:San_Francisco_Dragon_Gate_to_Chinatown.jpg

Fig. 4 Vancouver Chinatown’s Millennium Gate

Note.
Bobanny. (2006). Millennium Gate in Chinatown, Vancouver,

5

BC, Canada [Photograph]. Wikimedia Commons. https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Millennium_Gate.jpg
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for factors such as undeveloped zoning restrictions, rent control
and building maintenance, to contribute to the neighbourhood’s
affordability, which is especially important for low-income
immigrants (Mars, 2015). Chinatowns become a gateway into North
American society. And it is this melting pot of different cultures,
perspectives and values that make North American Chinatowns
a story about the Chinese-Canadians/Americans, rather than a
distinctly Chinese one. However, of equal importance for these
Chinese-Canadians is the persistence of Chinese heritage and ethnic
identity. The things seen, felt and experienced help understand the
rituals the Chinese carry through centuries and into their diaspora
(Tsui, 2010). “But since it’s in my culture- of what my people have
done in the past and are still doing- I want to experience a little bit
of it and retain it in myself, so although I’m an American, I don’t
forget that I’m also of Chinese blood” (Tsui, 2010, p92).

Fig. 5 Montreal Chinatown’s paifang

Note.
Aarchiba. (2004). The Gate to Montreal’s Chinatown.

Snapshot by aarchiba [Photograph]. Wikimedia Commons. https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Chinatown-gate.thumb2.jpg

Fig. 6 Victoria Chinatown’s Gate of Harmonious Interest


Note.
Klajban, M. (2018).

7

Harmonious Gate of Interest, Victoria,
British Columbia, Canada [Photograph]. Wikimedia Commons.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Harmonious_Gate_of_Interest,_
Victoria,_British_Columbia,_Canada_02.jpg
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Places, Representation and Identity
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Fig. 7 Self

Note.
Collage created by author

To understand Chinatowns as places of
shared heritage and cultural identities,
the concepts of culture, representation
and identity are discussed. There is a
recurring familiarity that draws the
Chinese diaspora to Chinatown. “When
you go to Chinatown, you reinvigorate
your senses... You remember something”
(Tsui, 2010, p180). The simultaneous
ubiquity and uniqueness of Chinatowns
bring familial memories and, despite
spatial differences, there is a universal
understanding of the place. In a sense,
the built form that is Chinatown extends
beyond its physical presence and also
becomes a shared understanding.
“Chinatown is a way to find something
familiar in a strange place” (Tsui, 2010,
p139).
This shared understanding of place
is what anthropologically has been
described as culture: a set of shared
values of a group/ of society (Hall,
1997). However, this definition lacks
the importance of highlighting culture
in the process of identity formation.
Instead, this project uses the cultural
studies definition of culture which

defines culture as a set of practices: it
is a process rather than a set of things.
In this definition, practices implies
participants are at the center of culture
formation. “It is participants in a culture
who give meaning to people, objects
and events” (Hall, 1997, 3). Meaning
is constantly produced and exchanged
through our every social and personal
interaction. Through our production of
meaning, our sense of identity is also
produced.
Identity defines who we are and where
we belong. It is the set of personal values
and principles which define us. The
inexplicable link between identity and
culture is that culture is the means in
which meaning and value is carried and
circulated for us. However, in order for
culture to be meaningfully understood
and effective, it must be interpreted
by others. Representational systems
are how others understand ideas,
concepts, feelings and culture. Through
representation, “we give things meaning
by how we use them, or integrate them
into our everyday practices” (Hall,
1997, 3). We also give meaning “by how

10
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we represent them- the words we use
about them, the stories we tell about
them, the images of them we produce,
the emotions we associate with them,
the ways we classify and conceptualize
them, the values we place on them”
(Hall, 1997, 3).

Meaning becomes central and key in all
instances of culture. It arises in relation
to the representation, production,
consumption, regulation and identity
of culture. These factors are constantly
negotiated in what Hall (1997) defines as
“the circuit of culture”:

representation

Fig. 9 Chinese Friendship Arch Detail, DC

Note.
Evanson, T. (2011). Detail of Chinese Friendship Arch 04 - Chinatown - DC

regulation

consumption

Fig. 8 Circuit of Culture

11


Note.
Adapted from Hall, S. (1997). Representation: Cultural representations
and signifying practices. Sage in association with the Open University.

identity

production

[Photograph]. Flickr. https://www.flickr.com/photos/23165290@N00/6624652795

To explore the circuit of culture spatially, places can be understood
as a form of representation. Places are created through regulations
and identity, and are places where meaning is produced and
consumed. In this sense, we can understand places as a reflection of
the community in building their self and place identities. So, place
identity is constituted by the collective self. And in a similar manner,
place identities influence individual thoughts, sights, feelings and
actions in their environment. Self identity is shaped by place (Ng,
2018). As physical entities, places are powerful because of their
ability to persist. They are representations of cultures- past and
present- and become important components to understand those
who inhabited these places. Places are ingrained in our heritage.
12
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Heritage- but for who?

rén | jan 4

Chinese person
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Fig. 10 Chinese Person

Note.
Collage created by author

Self
culture, identity
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pictograph:

Heritage is defined as a combination of
intangible and tangible constituents.
Tangible heritage refers to the built
forms. They are the architecture, the
urban design, the elements that form
the physical world. The design of these
physical forms tells us about the history
of those who inhabited the space.
Intangible heritage refers to things
not bound by physical features, they
are the elements that give meaning to
a place. Traditions, representations,

Tangible

le

huá | waa 4
magnificent, splendid

ib

from a plant

ita

flowers & leaves emerging

practices, skills, knowledge, sights,
sounds- intangible heritage embody
cultural and historical values that
are passed down through collective
memories, storytelling, and shared
lived experiences (Creyke et al., 2019).
Together, the physical and abstract
constitute the form and content of
heritage.

her

pictograph:

Heritage offers a lens into the past. As
humans, we seek to understand the
past to understand our present and
future. Dilthey states that “‘Historical
understanding is inseparable from
an understanding of the unfolding of
our own lives, and thus we are never
interested in the lives of others merely
on their own terms. We understand the
other relative to the concerns of our own
existence’” (Vit-Suzan, 2014, 175). In
essence, “our interest in the past strives
to understand who we are, now; not who
they were, then. It is a process of selfunderstanding, not scientific curiosity”
(Vit-Suzan, 2014, 175).

heritage

Fig. 11 Defining heritage and self


Note.
Diagram created by author
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Our approach to understanding heritage
is often to conserve, a treatment which
plays out as “preserving-as-found” or
“recognizing the possibility to manage
change” (Vit-Suzan, 2014). Conserving
is appealing because built forms have
the ability to withstand time and share
a common understanding of reality.
Architecture serves to contextualize and
broadcast messages of past ideologies, as
“buildings are passive entities activated
by the communicative power of language
and art” (Vit-Suzan, 2014, 6), reflecting
processes of enculturation as it becomes
a “public reservoir of shared knowledge”

(Vit-Suzan, 2014,6). However, this is
problematic as the treatment does not
recognize the dynamism that heritage
embodies. While conservation may suit
the physical, formal entities of tangible
heritage,
conservation
techniques
cannot and should not be imposed on
intangible heritage, content that is more
elusive and flexible. The form and content
of heritage change differently over
time. Conservation fails to recognize
this layered entity and is “a treatment
that seems incapable of dealing with
historical layering” (Vit-Suzan, 2014, 3).

consumes

Other

ib

produces

le

in

ib

rita

le

he

heritage

rita

conservation

he

tang

Tangible

tang

Heirtage

culture, identity

in

regulates

ge

ge

Self

Heirtage

Tangible

consumes

Place
representation

The act of conservation itself reflects
systemic
patterns
of
oppression
and reiterates power struggles. By
conserving, it traps a narrative in time
and disregards its ability to transform.
The actual appearance of space and
place, one that changes with time, is
replaced with a fantasized ideal- a
juxtaposed connotation. Conservation
commodifies heritage and appropriates
it for political pressures of nationalism
and consumerism. Heritage belongs to
those who control it’s assets (Vit-Suzan,
2014) and this is apparent in the built
form of Chinatowns. Chinatown’s form
remembers the struggles of the Chinese
diaspora submitting to the perceptions
of the white colonialist in acts of selfpreservation and survival. The preserved
kitchy appearance of Chinatowns as
seen by outsiders, acts as a brand and
appropriates Chinese culture to be
consumed by the capitalist city. Through
its consumption, this representation of
Chinatown and its meaning of ChineseCanadians culture are perpetuated. It is
stigmatized as exotic, oriental, cheap,
dirty and dangerous (Chen et al., 2021).
Fig. 13 Heritage monuments in

Fig. 12 The cycle of heritage conservation

15


Note.
Diagram created by author

Vancouver’s Chinatown
Note. Collage created by author
16
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Reconstruction and Reclamation

pictograph:
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Fig. 14 Chinese immigrant
Collage created by author

Note.

It must be recognized that history
itself is layered and “heritage cannot be
fully understood without recognizing
how certain transformations created
the result we now confront“ (173). VitSuzan (2014) recommends approaching
heritage holistically and towards a
historically enlightened consciousness
that liberates humanity from the
clutches of history “since freedom
emerges from the audacity to question
the past and reassess its legacy” (p8).
A holistic understanding of heritage
creates a basis for dialogue, cooperation
and empathy. To understand heritage
is to understand the existence of those
who endured. This enduring essence
is vital to the concept of heritage as it
is capable of transcending historical
boundaries. By transforming an object’s
representation, the enduring essence
is not destroyed and in turn, heritage
remains intact (Vit-Suzan, 2014).

and negative effects that shape the
future. What must be done is to “harness
the negative effects of modernization,
reverse the discriminatory policies
of colonization, and exorcise the
ideological bases of racism” (Vit-Suzan,
2014, 169). Our approach needs to create
opportunities for analysis, dialogue
and consensus in order to understand
who we are and imagine alternative
futures for the difficulties that lie
ahead. I propose that it is through the
approach of placemaking, informed by
messy urbanism, that the designs of
these spaces capable of providing such
opportunities will be revealed.

To begin to unravel designing culturally
appropriate spaces, our approach to
heritage needs to be reconstructed. The
past offers opportunities to confront the
present with an awareness of positive

18
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2020, 3). These spaces “are seen as vital
in establishing a strong connection to
place. As the geographer Edward Relph
explains, ‘To be inside a place is to
belong to it and to identify with it. And
the more profoundly inside you are, the
stronger is this identity with the place’”
(Mateo-Babiano & Palipane, 2020, 3)

In messy urbanism, Chalana and Hou
(2016) suggest that the autonomy of
citizens have shaped the city they inhabit
in different ways in response to the
control enacted by their governments.
Citizens retrofit existing situations
to better accommodate their life,
refamiliarizing the urban environment
to better accommodate their needs
and functions. As a result, this creates
an urban messiness that cannot be
predicted or controlled. These messes
are integral to understanding the power
dynamics of the everyday as a public
space where a repository of meaning is
hidden in. Through the design of mess,
these sites of innovations suggest new
modes of understanding, action, and
collaboration in counterpart to topdown authoritative control. Messiness
is a potential to rethink, untangle
and address possibilities of design
democracy, resilience and justice.
Using insights from the everyday and
its messiness, the manifestation of
actions are informative of placemaking
activities. Placemaking is “the everyday
routine interactions between spaces and
people” (Mateo-Babiano & Palipane,
19

Fig. 15 A peak inside China Housewares Discount Centre,

a staple convenience store in Vancouver’s Chinatown
Photo taken by author

Note.

Fig. 16 Line up outside of Hung Win Seafood in

However, in practice, “placemaking” is
often done by outside experts with little
engagement with community members.
Engagement often takes the form of
community consultation sessions with
key stakeholders, interviews, workshops,
surveys, or street stalls. These efforts may
seem positive, however, the community
members that “lack the necessary
cultural capital (e.g., the sections of the
community that lack English language
skills, access to internet resources,
and the confidence to engage in these
approaches) are often marginalised” (4).
This process of “placemaking”is still
driven by top-down design, resulting in
generic outcomes that are not site nor
user specific, often insensitive and lack
criticality (Mateo-Babiano & Palipane,
2020).

Vancouver’s Chinatown
Note. Photo taken by author

20
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What needs to be done is to return placemaking to the people
of the place. Placemaking must center around people to lead the
transformation of public spaces: it is an approach that focuses
on activity rather than form. This project will be driven by this
placemaking approach, where the design of these spaces are led
by the people. The everyday citizens are the experts- they are the
designers. As professionals in practice, we must use our knowledge
and skills to create a platform and share resources for people to
enact their power. Our role is to act as mediators and help resolve
tensions and problems that will arise.
What must be realized is that these methods of heritage
reconstruction and placemaking are processes of reconciliation
and rehabilitation, distanced from the goals of modernization.
These processes are grassroots and not elitist, committed to
intersectionality, inclusivity and place justice, demanding attention
for local knowledge and desires to give meaning to place (Courage,
2020). By accepting new narratives that emerge from a holistic
engagement with heritage and place, heritage can be preserved and
individual power reclaimed. In creating spaces for the future, we
remember the past (Lim et al., 2021).

Fig. 17 “Chinese Only”, Paul Wong
Photo of artwork taken by author

Note.

21
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Fig. 18 Youth Collaborative for Chinatown’s Mahjong Social, 2019

23


Note.
Youth Collaborative for Chinatown. (2019 Jul. 20). [Photograph of community members at the Hot and Noisy Mahjong Social]. Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/YCCYVR/photos/1267737200063090. Used with permission from copyright holder.
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Kiosk for the Silent Traveler
哑行者的亭子

Karen Tam is a Chinese Canadian, Montreal-based artist and curator
whose works explore understandings of history and community.
Her works aim to reveal the untold histories of Chinese Canadians
whose contributions to the North American landscape are never
mentioned, and whose history gets to be collected and told. She
challenges the narratives that have been constructed around the
Chinese diaspora and brings to light overlooked aspects of Chinese
Canadian communities & culture to create counterpoints to accepted
canons, official histories, public archives and collections. To do so,
she deconstructs and reconstructs ‘ethnic spaces’ to play on the
role of Western perceptions of Chinese, highlighting the impacts of
Chinese export trade which were goods for ‘Western’ taste.
The Kiosk for the Silent Traveller is one such instance. This piece
was installed at the He Xiangning Art Museum in Shenzhen, China.
The title plays on the east-west exchange. It references both the
Chinese kiosks at World Expositions in the 19th and 20th centuries,
and the pen-name of poet and artist, Chiang Yee 蔣彝 (1903-1977)
who wrote a series of books, based on his life and travels in England
and America between 1933 to 1975.

Fig. 19 Exterior of Karen Tam’s Kiosk for the Silent Traveler installation


Note.
Tam, K. (n.d.) [Photograph of the Kiosk for the Silent Traveller installation from the

exterior]. Karen Tam. http://www.karentam.ca/fsilenttraveller.html
Used with permission from copyright holder.
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From the artist statement:
“With moon gates on all four sides and
taking the form of chinoiserie follies and
cabinets of curiosities built in Europe
and America since the 17th century, the
structure of this installation also brings to
mind the curio shops found throughout the
Chinese diaspora, in Chinatowns around
the world. These types of spaces are created
fantasies — the former two constructed
by Europeans and Americans playing out
their desires for an imagined China, while
the latter were Chinese businesses in the
West that employ exoticism as a strategy for
economic survival. The interior is populated
by several of my sculptures and artworks, in
addition to furniture and artifacts sourced
locally in Shenzhen. As an architectural
structure, it’s also about how Europeans
interpreted Chinese architecture.
To prepare, I sent the museum a wish list—a
plan for building the structure and a list of
furniture items with images as examples. I
was actually surprised at how the museum
had trouble sourcing some of the items.
They said the items were not popular in
China so they couldn’t find them in the
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local markets. They even thought about
ordering from a US seller and getting them
shipped over! It was a work that was almost
completely made in China. I did bring one
or two items—my fake Chinese antiques. In
terms of the reception, it was really positive.
There is a curiosity in China for works by
Chinese artists from overseas and how they
view or represent Chinese culture—or not.”
(Tam, n.d.).

Fig. 21 Chinese lanterns hanging inside


Note.
Tam, K. (n.d.) [Photograph of Chinese
lanterns hanging inside the Kiosk for the Silent
Traveller installation]. Karen Tam. http://www.
karentam.ca/fsilenttraveller.html
Used with permission from copyright holder.

Fig. 20 Chinese porcelain vase sits inside of the
installation. Whether it’s authentic or fake is unknown
Tam, K. (n.d.) [Photograph of a shelf holding a porcelain

Note.
vase inside the Kiosk for the Silent Traveller installation]. Karen
Tam. http://www.karentam.ca/fsilenttraveller.html
Used with permission from copyright holder.

This installation is significant in highlighting the appropriation
of both cultures: the West and the East. It challenges notions of
heritage and authenticity because the form resulted through the
pressures and availability of materials, ideas, and structure. It has
similar themes to what is seen in North American Chinatowns. The
project illustrates an inventiveness in appropriating elements for
one’s benefit- or survival.
28
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The Blue House
藍屋

The Blue House cluster located in Wanchai district is a residential
heritage building that received the 2017 UNESCO highest Award
of Excellence in Cultural Heritage Conservation. The award
praised the historic coalition between residents, the community
and local based charities in resisting the government planned
“community revitalization and heritage preservation”. Under
government initiatives, The Blue House cluster had been planned
to be transformed into a shopping facility to attract tourists. It’s
residential heritage facade commodified and community commons
expropriated. As Wanchai is a rapidly gentrifying area, it faces
increased initiatives by the government to transform this once
“poor person” district into one with the highest income levels (Ng,
2018).
Historically, the Blue House has strong community ties. During
the Japanese occupation and onwards, the low-income community
of WanChai relied on the services that the building had for their
survival. The ground floor units operated as a temple, hospital/
clinic and school at certain points in the building’s history. These
services were well used and served the neighbouring community
as well as the residents that lived on the building floors above. The
Blue House district was a tightly knit community with an organic
Fig. 22 Exterior of the Blue House and Yellow House, Wan Chai, Hong Kong, 2018


Note.
Jnzl. (2018.) Blue House and Yellow House in Wan Chai [Photograph]. Flickr.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/surveying/27380493708/
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and mutually supportive neighbourhood
system.
After hearing of the government’s
redevelopment plans, residents of
the Blue House cluster revolted. They
partnered with neighbouring community
non-profit groups to lobby and form
their own organizations to protest this
development. The mobilization of social
capital proved successful as their own
organizing won them the power to
control the development of the Blue House
cluster. Through various workshops
and consultations with stakeholders,
the group implemented 10 planning
principles which later developed into
a joint development proposal. These
core principles put first the resident
community as well as the community
of the neighbourhood, preserving the
historical values that the Blue House
operated as- a space for fostering mutual
and organic support. The “impassioned
efforts and innovative participatory
programmes have safeguarded not only
the architecture, but also the living
history and culture of a neighbourhood
which is rooted in a formative chapter
of Hong Kong’s past … At the heart of
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the project were the residents, who
stayed on-site for the duration of
the construction activities by special
arrangement … This unprecedented
civic effort to protect marginalized
local heritage in one of the world’s most
high-pressure real estate markets is an
inspiration for other embattled urban
districts in the region and beyond”
(UNESCO, 2017).

Redacted due to copyright

and propagate the cultural essence of
Wan Chai through exhibitions, cultural
tours, workshops and other activities.
As part of our preservation work we
have also trained Wan Chai inhabitants
and culture preservationists to lead
students and the general public through
exciting and insightful cultural tours of
this diverse neighborhood.” (St. James’
Settlement, 2015.)

Fig. 25 Community in front of the Blue House’s ground

floor space : “Hong Kong House of Stories”

Fig. 23 Kevin Cheung in his live/work studio in the Yellow

House, part of the Blue House cluster

Fig. 24 Kevin Cheung’s live/work studio


Note.
Images above from Furniss, W., courtesy of Zolima CityMag
(2018). Kevin Cheung in his live/work studio [Photograph]. Zolima City
Mag. https://zolimacitymag.com/how-the-blue-house-is-keepinghong-kongs-heritage-alive/.
Used with permission from copyright holder.


Note.
“About Hong Kong House of Stories” (n.d.) [Photograph
of community members outside of Hong Kong House of Stories
located on the ground floor of the Blue House]. Viva Blue
House. https://vivabluehouse.hk/en/menu/27/story

Today, the ground floor of the Blue House
hosts the Hong Kong House of Stories.
Described as a living museum, this
museum serves as a neighbourhood hub
for events, activities, classes and hosting
periodic exhibitions that explore the
heritage of Wan Chai through art. The
museum was established in 2007 “ by St.
James’ Settlement and a group of local
enthusiasts. Our aims are to preserve

Redacted due to copyright

Fig. 26 Community Sharing Class for children in Hong

Kong House of Stories

Note.
“Community Sharing Class” (2015) [Photograph of

children’s community sharing class outside of Hong Kong House
of Stories]. Viva Blue House. https://artsandculture.google.com/
exhibit/viva-blue-house-hong-kong-house-of-stories-st-jamessettlement-%E8%81%96%E9%9B%85%E5%90%84%E7%A6%8
F%E7%BE%A4%E6%9C%83/dgIiRbp05DoTLA?hl=en
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This case study presents two strong themes. The first is the
intermixing of heritage/tradition with the new cultural shift.
When restored, the physical, built heritage of the housing cluster
itself sustains and reinvents new relationships with community
members and residents, while still paying homage and respect to
the history of the space. The second is the mobilization of social
capital to impact and resist government and economic pressures.
The passion and dedication of residents, volunteers and non-profit
groups demonstrated community resilience that ultimately led
them to reclaim their power and plan for sustainable neighbourhood
development against the threat of urban regeneration. The
continued persistence of the community today allowed for the active
reuse of the space for modern programs. With a focus catering to
its immediate neighbourhood and residents, and by expanding its
network to the wider community of Hong Kong, the Blue House
retains its historical importance as a social and cultural hub. Its
heritage is carried through the people participating in these events,
with the architecture recalling the historical Tong-lau way of life.

Fig. 27 The Exterior of the Blue House prior to restoration, 2012


Note.
Lee, S. (2012). Blue House [Photograph]. Flickr. https://www.flickr.com/

photos/mervone/33959714974/
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Wing on Wo & Co.
永安和

Wing On Wo is New York City Chinatown’s oldest family run
porcelain shop that opened in 1890. As the current 5th generation
owner, Mei Lum has realized the changing demographics and
pressures of the Chinatown neighbourhood and is pushing back
with her response. “She wants it to thrive and change with the
neighborhood...Her goal is to return Wing on Wo & Co., to its roots
as a place for people to gather and learn from one another.”
As the health of Lum’s family members deteriorated, the store was
at the brink of closure. Talk about selling the store propelled Lum
to postpone her graduate education and return to run the shop.
To Mei Lum, Wing On Wo is more than just another store. “The
store has been throughout the years, like our family living room.
It’s where we meet up, where we hang out. There’s a kitchen at the
back.” (Great Big Story, 2019, 1:23). The store was resemblant of
Chinatown as a whole- it was a space that welcomed the outcasts
that didn’t fit into White American society. Sensing a strong urgency
to retain this legacy and sustain the future of Wing On Wo and
Chinatown as a whole, Mei Lum created the W.O.W project. “She’s
hosted film screenings about the Chinese diaspora, art workshops
and discussions around affordable housing and generational
differences. She calls all this the W.O.W. Project.” (Chow, 2018).


Note.
Nancy Seid, former owner and Mei Lum’s grandma, holds one of her
favourite porcelain pieces sold at Wing on Wo
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Note.
Ayano, T. (2021). [Photograph of Nancy Seid holding a one of the
store’s ceramic dishes]. The Cut. https://www.thecut.com/2021/05/mindingour-business-wing-on-wo.html
Used with permission from copyright holder
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Wing On Wo becomes a space for arts
and activism to occur through the W.O.W
Project. These programs grow, support
and protect Chinatown’s creative culture
through arts, culture, and activism.
From artist residencies, youth programs
and internships, public artwork and
events, and mutual aid, the W.O.W project
bridges the intergenerational divide by
creating spaces for cross-generational
conversations to happen. This helps

foster an understanding between these
groups, bridging the gap between
preserving culture and evolving culture.
Wing On Wo and the W.O.W Project both
demonstrate the power and resiliency
of community-led organizations. The
preservation of a heritage space is
embedded with new meanings and
adapts for future generations to come.
It demonstrates that a space has no


Note.
The exterior of Wing on Wo & Co.

Note.
Parker, E. (2012). Wing On Wo & Co. [Photograph]. Flickr.
Redacted due to copyright


Note.
The W.O.W Project hosts many community workshops and discussions

https://www.flickr.com/photos/13484951@N00/7895648698

meaning if not for its inhabitants. People
are the ones who carry on culture,
tradition and stories. They transform
a space into place, mixing intangible
with tangible heritage. Places are a
locus of power. While it is empowering
to hear these success stories, I wonder
about their outreach with the parts of
the community that are not as engaged.

As their programs operate in a niche of
arts, culture and activism, it is evident
that these events will not appeal to
everybody in the community. The
project doesn’t address how the gaps
between the activists and the everyday
citizen are bridged and what impact it is
having on outside communities.


Note.
Great Big Story. (2019, Aug. 14). Saving the Oldest Store in NYC’s Chinatown [Video].
37

Youtube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uiJTLpmSoTU
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A Case for Vancouver’s Chinatown

Fig. 29 Impressions of Vancouver’s Chinatown
Collage created by author

Note.
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Vancouver’s Chinatown is one of
Canada’s largest Chinatowns and has
been identified to have historic interest
to not only the city, but all of Western
Canada (AECOM, 2011). Since 1999, the
City of Vancouver has been actively
working with the Chinese community on
Chinatown’s revitalization. In addition
to consistent investment from the city,
there are multiple community organizing
groups and nonprofits that make up this
neighbourhood’s social infrastructure.
The strong cultural identity and
historically interesting buildings make
Chinatown a significant asset to the
city. However, the neighbourhood has
been facing increased pressure from
its surroundings. Gentrification and
proximity to the low-income Hastings
neighbourhood has threatened its
perception and livability (AECOM, 2011).
Accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic,
Chinatown’s economy has also rapidly
declined. Vacant storefronts line the
streets, with many business owners
deciding to close shop or move elsewhere
due to frequent break-ins and drug use,
and unsanitary public spaces (Howell,
2021).

Is Chinatown Dying?
While the neighbourhood is evidently
suffering from the effects of systemic
inequality- such as gentrification,
unsanity and dangerous perceptions,
and lack of attention/funding- the
strong community presence and power
has caught the attention of politicians
and the City of Vancouver. There
have been policies enacted to lead
to stricter development guidelines,
initiatives to fund legacy businesses,
and transformation/revitalization plans
in the works (see City of Vancouver
Chinatown legacy stewardship group,
Chinatown transformation team and
Chinatown revitalization committee).
It is clear that the City and community
are
committed
to
keeping
this
neighbourhood alive, pushing for a
community-centered
revitalization
approach that respects the future and
its changing constituents.
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1930-1933

Fig. 32 Head Tax Certificate3

1923

1885 - 1923

Chinese Immigration Act
passed after intense lobbying
from Vancouver government.
Chinese prohibited from
entering Canada
POPULATION ~13 011

+ 90 000 Chinese immigrants enter
Canada

Timeline
Beginnings

The Great Depression

19
31

1885
Chinese Head Tax established ($50/person)

1904
Chinese Head Tax raised to
$500/person as a result of
anti-Asian organizations in
Vancouver

TIO
LA

19 POPU
21

Vancouver’s Golden Jubilee

1947

Chinese Exclusion Act
repealed and Chinese
regain right to vote.

84

64

~
N:

1936

1930: Anna Lam,
First Chinese nurse to
graduate from BC

1
41 9

1920: Chinese Nationalist League & Yue Shan
Society association building built

Fig. 31 E Pender Street,

Vancouver in 19042

N

TIO
LA

1880-1885

Workers

1

Chinese labourers recruited
to build the BC CPR

N

18 POP
9N0

1871
BC joins Dominion of Canada
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N
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E
V
86NCOU TION: ~
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~1

U

Chinese lose the right to vote

1921: Wong Benevolent Association Headquarters built

~2

1923: Lung Kong Kung Shaw Association building built

191 P
0 1904 - 1905
U
OP

Fig. 30 Chinese Railway

1872

0
90

Canton & Shanghai alleys
created

1903: Lim Sai Hor Kow Mock
Association building built

1896
Chinese Benevolent Association (CBA)
founded by 6 prominent Chinese merchants

Early Chinatown forms
around E Pender St.
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4

1949
Canton Alley destroyed as
tenement buildings are
demolished;
First vote where Chinese
are allowed

Intense riot in Chinatown &
Japanese Canadian district heavy
smashing of property and looting
involved, organized by Vancouver’s
Asiatic Exclusion League &
Vancouver Trade District Council

Migration from Japan and
India limited with various
acts

First Chinese migrants arrive to BC from 8 Guang Dong Provinces in China. During the 1850/60s,
the Gold Rush attracts migrants from around the world, many who were Chinese. After the rush,
the Chinese migrants stayed as labourers, miners, farmers, shop owners, and merchants, and were
crucial in developing agriculture & small business infrastructure of interior BC

300 tenants removed from
unsanitary buildings on
Shanghai Alley

1907

1908

Fig. 33 Yip Sang, Huang Yushan, Li Shifan

1944

1925: Chin Wing Chun Tong building built

1886

1788 - 1960s:

4

N: ~717
POPULATIO

Fig. 34 Boarded up storefronts after the 1907 riot5

1926: Cheng Wing Yeong Tong established
1929: Yee Fung Toy Society building built

1910: Chinese Benevolent Association & Wong’s Benevolent Association Athletics
Building built. CBA building serves as the Chinese Hospital & office

1914: May Wah Hotel built
1915: Mah Society of Canada association building built;
Harry Lee first Chinese registered Canadian Architect

Fig. 35 Mah Society

Building in 19486
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1971
Chinatown protected
as a historic district

1973
First Chinese New Year Parade
in Vancouver

Displacement and Activism

19
50’s

Chinatown’s renewal

ban
19 City of Vancouver’spoUrrta
tion Plan
60’s Renewal and Trans

New restaurants and businesses
attract citizens in to Chinatown,
popular nightclubs become part
of the city’s social scene

Redevelopment Project No. 1
launched: 60 blocks of Strathcona
appropriated and structures
demolished to provide sites for new
housing projects; residents forced
to move and separate

City of Vancouver introduces
by-law regulating temperatures
of perishable meats. 5 Chinese
BBQ shops were immediately shut
due to failing health inspections,
others closed in solidarity. A
lengthy 10 year battle ensues

Redevelopment Project No.
2&3 launches: 24 properties
slated for demolition, around
4000 people were displaced.
More than half were Chinese

1951: Harvey K. Lowe, first Chinese

Canadian radio announcer for CJOR radio
Lim D. Lee, first Chinese Canadian
pharmacist to own his own drug store

1957: Douglas Jung, first Chinese
Canadian elected to Parliament

Redacted due to copyright
Fig. 37 1960

freeway proposal8

Redacted due to copyright

in Strathcona 19969

1967
Vancouver City Council
plans for 8 lane freeway to
be built through the heart of
Chinatown and Strathcona
The Strathcona Property
Owners and Tenants
Association (SPOTA) and
allies in Chinatown and from
around Vancouver organize
to resist the proposals and
prevented more of the area
from being lost. Community
protests followed, with 2
lengthy public hearings &
800 people attendance
Project was canceled but the
Georgia St. Viaduct was still
built

1970s
Investment from Hong
Kong entrepreneurs
set up businesses near
Chinatown (Main St. &
E Hastings).
Chinatown’s economy
begins to thrive

BBQ Meat owners protest and
parade streets of Chinatown,
and merchants joined national
campaign in support of BBQ meats

1978
Art Lee, Vancouver East MP,
spearheaded campaign and took
a roast pig to Parliament Hill for
a taste test. The parliament was
swayed and revoked the by-law

1980

Fig. 41 Red lampposts with dragons as part of

the Chinatown Beautification project12

Gerald Bonham (Vancouver’s
health inspector) moved to
position with provincial health
ministry and charges Chinatown
merchants with new regulations
around sanitary display of meats

1972
Vancouver City Council
proposes firehall
station on site of
Mau Dan Garden coops. Developer had
promised to build
affordable housing
so that City would
sell them the land for
1/3 cost, but instead,
the developer bought
land was segmented
and sold off to private
investors

City of Vancouver’s
City Beautification Plan
Beautification projects arouse: installation of red
lampposts with golden dragons, the creation of
bilingual street signs, scored concrete sidewalks and
crosswalks, ginkgo trees along the boulevard

1975

1968

Fig. 36 Chinatown at night ~1950s7
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Chinatown’s revitilization

1961

1965

Fig. 38 Urban Renewal

19
70’s

19
80’s

Fig. 39 Chinatown BBQ Meat Protests

197510

1986
Dr. Sun Yat-Sen Chinese
Classical Garden and the
current Chinese Cultural
Centre open

1981
Bonham moves to Alberta
and meat issue waned

Dec. 10 1972:
protest paraded
the streets and
public meeting
held. The plan
was put off
and 2 smaller
firehalls were
built in different
locations

Fig. 42 Arch outside the Chinese

Cultural Centre13

1987
Chinese Arch from Expo 86’
installed in front of Chinese
Cultural Centre
Fig. 40 Mau Dan Gardens housing co-ops11
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2018

Apologetic Actions

2006

2011

Prime Minister Stephen
Harper offers full official
apology for the Chinese
Head Tax

Chinatown recognized
as a National Historic
Site of Canada

The City of Vancouver offers an official
apology for the Historical Discrimination
Against People of Chinese Descent

2014

2001
City of Vancouver established
Vancouver Chinatown Revitalization
Committee (VCRC), consisting of
stakeholder groups and societies that
were fundamental in revoking the
Freeway & Firehalls

2002
Chinatown Millennium Gate
is built, the Chinese Railroad
Workers and Chinese Veterans
Memorial at the Chinatown
Memorial Plaza is unveiled.
City of Vancouver accepts
the recommendations in the
Chinatown Vision report

2005
Gim Wong, former Royal
Canadian Air Force gunner & pilot

Redacted due to copyright

officer, aged 82, travels across
Canada in a motorcycle to raise
awareness of the Chinese head tax
his father had been forced to pay
to enter the country. He arrives at
Parliament on July 1

Fig. 45 Rendering of 105 Keefer

St. Development

105 Keefer St. Initial Rezoning
application submitted: turn
previous auto shop land
now parking lot to 13-storey
development with 137 market
value units

16

Redacted due to copyright

2018

2015
First revised application and
subsequent open house rejected
application

2016
Second revised application and
subsequent open house rejected
application

Redacted due to copyright
Redacted due to copyright
Fig. 44 Gim Wong and his son at the

beginning of their ride15

2006
City of Vancouver finalizes 5-step
plan to encourage private sector
investment in Chinatown Area

2007

Fig. 46 Nathaniel Lowe leads a
cheer of victory as Council rejects
the 105 Keefer St. development
proposal17

Heritage Incentive Program (HIP) created,
incentives facilitate conservation & rehabilitation of
buildings around Vancouver (Chinatown, Gastown,
Hastings Corridor, Victory Square)
Fig. 43 Vancouver Chinatown’s Millennium

Gate14

2010

2017
Third revised application open
house stakeholders and attendees
increasingly frustrated that their
comments lacked immediate
action, participants cited a lack
of preliminary research done to
neighbourhood impact, 214 petition
letters submitted to the City and
public hearings stretched over 3 days

City of Vancouver Premier
& Former mayor signs
memorandum of understanding
to solidify government’s
commitment of UNESCO
world heritage designation for
Vancouver’s Chinatown
Chinatown Transformation
Team (CTT) established
to help with creating a
Cultural Heritage Assessment
Management Plan (CHAMP),
they are to collaborate with the
Chinatown Legacy Stewardship
Group (LSG)
HAHR abolished, building
height densification was
removed

June 13 2017:
revised rezoning
application rejected by
council

City Planning Department proposes to
Council a change to Chinatown area zoning
bylaws (Historic Area Height Review [HAHR])

Fig. 48 Chinatown Legacy Stewardship

group meeting19

Redacted due to copyright

Fig. 49 Lion dancers practicing20

2019
City of Vancouver Council
appoints 35 members of the
LSG, who are community
members, stakeholders
tasked with bringing forward
a broad range of community
perspectives and interests to
guide community actions and
provide advice to staff on the
development of a Cultural
Heritage Asset Management
Plan (CHAMP) for Chinatown

Redacted due to copyright

Fig. 47 Chinatown residents

47

rally against 105 Keefer St.
Development18
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Demographics

The official City of Vancouver designated Chinatown
neighbourhood is marked by its zoning boundaries:
HA-1, HA-1A and CD-1. However, census dissemination
areas are demarcated differently. Therefore the census
information available will vary slightly and should
not be understood to represent the full context of
Chinatown. Data from the 2016 census is used.

CITY OF VANCOUVER

CEN

SUS

DISS

EMI

N ATIO N ARE A BOU NDA RIES

CHINATOWN
CD-1

Chinatown demographics are compared with the
neighbouring Strathcona and the rest of Vancouver for
context.
Estimated Population:
Chinatown: 1555*
Strathcona: 9853
Vancouver: 61 9850

HA-1
HA-1A

STRATHCONA

*This is the official City of Vancouver estimate and will differ from other informal estimates

The median age of a female and male identifying
individual in Chinatown is 25 - 34
100+
95 - 99
90 - 94
85 - 89
80 - 84
75 - 79
70 - 74
65 - 69
60 - 64
55 - 59
50 - 54
45 - 49
40 - 44
35 - 39
30 -34
25 - 29
20 - 24
15 - 19
10 - 14
5-9
0-4

Fig. 50 Context map of Vancouver’s Chinatown


Note.
Map created by author using satellite imagery from
Google Earth
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8%

N
0

Female-Identifying
(45%)

0%

Male-Identifying
(55%)

9%

100m

Fig. 51 Population Distribution by Age and Gender

Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population
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Who lives in Chinatown?

A majority of Chinatown residents are low income,
and seniors (65+) most likely to be low income

0-5

0-5

Chinatown’s minority groups are more evenly dispersed: Chinese, Black and
Indigenous. Cantonese and French are the second most popular languages

0-5

65+

65+

Fig. 54 Eldery walking

seventh
10%

Fig. 52 Population by National Income (per decile)

sixth
10%

fifth
10%

fourth
10%

third
10%


Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population, based on adjusted after-tax family income in 2015
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second
10%

top
10%

English

Korean

South
Asian

West Asian

0%
1%
2%

Japanese

1%
1%
0.2%

4%
1%
6%

Latin
American

0%
1%
0.5%

3%
1%
2%

Filipino

0%
0.1%
1%

4%
1%
2%

Indigenous Southeast
Asian

Cantonese

French

Spanish

Mandarin

Japanese

Arab

Other

Multiple

4%

2%

4%

2%

4%

1%

11%

9%

6%

4%

4%

9%

10%

10%

13%

16%

22%

14%

93%

14%

6%

5%

10%

6%

10%

5%

9%

6%

4%

8%

5%

8%

4%

7%

8%

5%

5%

8%

5%

5%

9%

7%

10%

20%

19%

15%

38%

32%

5%

eighth
10%

Black


Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population


Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population

ninth
10%

Chinese

Fig. 55 Population Groups (% of Population)
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Fig. 57 Black Woman Walking
Fig. 56 Languages Known (% of Neighbourhood Population)


Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population


Note.
Vector from Day, B.,
Mantha-Blythe, V., & Collie, J. (n.d.).
Elevation. vector_vault. https://www.
vector-vault.org/view-page
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Chinatown’s population density has drastically increased since 2001
and it’s population is growing at a much faster rate.

A majority of residents live in apartment buildings, with a high
percentage of single-family households

140
120

Chinatown
108 persons/ha

60

Vancouver
54 persons/ha

40

Strathcona*
33 persons/ha

20

Single-detached
house

Semi-detached/
row house/duplex

Apartment,
<5 Storeys


Note.
Vector from Day, B.,
Mantha-Blythe, V., & Collie, J. (n.d.).
Elevation. vector_vault. https://www.
vector-vault.org/view-page
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Fig. 60 Private Households by Type of Household


Note.
Data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population
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Conflicts

Despite strong community governance
and social capital, there are multiple
challenges Chinatown faces with policy
and government. The institutionalized
power holds the development of
Chinatown in standstill.
In an economic revitalization plan
conducted
by
AECOM
Economics
(2011), there are 19 heritage classified
buildings in Chinatown, 17 of which are
owned by clan/benevolent associations.
Inadequate zoning regulations and
heritage guidelines restrict the potential
(re)development and renovation of these
heritage buildings, which are one of
the main assets of the neighbourhood.
Without the formation of an economic
development corporation specialized
in addressing the renovations of these
heritage buildings, they will remain
in the current state of disarray:
deteriorating and unsafe to occupy.
Fig. 62 (top left) Chinese Benevolent

Association building basement, 2005
Fig. 63 (top right) Chinese Benevolent
Association building basement, 2005
Fig. 64 (bottom) Mah Society building
basement, 2005

Note.
Images above from HISTORIC STUDY OF

THE SOCIETY BUILDINGS IN CHINATOWN.
(2005). City of Vancouver. https://vancouver.ca/
files/cov/historic-study-of-the-society-buildings-inchinatown.pdf
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Community members also cite worries
about safety and cleanliness of the
neighbourhood. Being in close proximity
to the downtown Eastside has caused
the wider public to perceive Chinatown
as dangerous, dirty and unpleasant to
visit. Needles, feces and urine are often
found near buildings and other public
amenities (Howell, 2021). Furthermore,
city officials have been in denial and
reluctant to allocate sufficient resources
to helping these issues. One community
member recalls having to record proof of
feces in the area after being challenged by
the city, before the city agreed to having
the streets specially cleaned (Chen et
al., 2021). In another instance during
the COVID pandemic, rent subsidies
were not given to tenants of Chinatown
Plaza, a City of Vancouver operated retail
space in Chinatown, and 9 shops closed
their doors in 2020 (Howell, 2021). In
contrast, Granville Island, which claims
to be “one of Vancouver’s most iconic
tourist destinations”, lost 3 tenants
and was given $22M from the federal
government to help with rent (Chernecki
& Little, 2021). It is clear that Chinatown
is not given priority and that systemic
racism is still alive and apparent (Lim et
al., 2021).

Redacted due to copyright

Fig. 65 Safety gates and empty storefronts are

common on Chinatown’s streets


Note.
Howell, M. (2021). Closed shops and empty storefronts are

commonplace in Chinatown [Photograph]. Vancouver is Awesome.
https://www.vancouverisawesome.com/local-news/investigation-isvancouvers-chinatown-dying-3882162

Redacted due to copyright

Fig. 66 Graffiti sprayed on empty storefronts are another

common sighting in Chinatown


Note.
Howell, M. (2021). Graffiti sprayed on storefronts has
increased in Chinatown, according to merchants and business
leaders [Photograph]. Vancouver is Awesome. https://www.
vancouverisawesome.com/local-news/investigation-is-vancouverschinatown-dying-3882162
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14%

27%

41%

55%

68%

In conversation with community
members, many mentioned politics
and the generational divide as one
of the biggest struggles to overcome
in forming a cohesive ChineseCanadian identity. The issue of politics
stems from the diversity of Chinese
immigrants that are currently and
will be in Vancouver.
Dispersal characterizes the current
immigration trend in Vancouver,
where immigrants are not settling
in concentrated areas any more. In
contrast to the immigration patterns
around 20 years ago, concentrations of
immigrants would settle in Richmond
and prior to that, Chinatown. These new
Chinese immigrants are also coming
from a much more varied geography
throughout China, as opposed to the
initial Chinese immigrants who came
from Southern China and Hong Kong
(AECOM Economics, 2011). Coming
from different regions of China, the
concept of Chinese is different to every
group and this is further emphasized
by the political divide and tensions
between China, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan.
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Fig. 67 Concentration of Chinese Visible Minority (% of

total visible minority) by dissemination areas, 1996


Note.
Map created using CensusMapper (https://censusmapper.ca/)

with data from Statistics Canada, 1996 Census

14%

27%

41%

55%

68%

Fig. 68 Concentration of Chinese Visible Minority (% of total

visible minority, 25% sample data) by dissemination areas, 2016
Map created using CensusMapper (https://censusmapper.ca/)

Note.

with data from Statistics Canada, 2016 Census

Secondly, concepts of Chinese are also
different between age groups. The youth
struggle with finding common ground
between their roots and integrating
into Canadian society. They are learning
and redefining terms such as equity
and reconciliation, that the elders
have no concept of. The youth are
reconceptualizing the Chinese/Canadian
identity and acting against the stigma
that has been imposed on the population
(Chan, 2021). Conversely, the attitude of
the elders can be described as adamant
and stubborn. This is most evident in
the reluctance of Clan and Benevolent
Associations to undergo changes in
their leadership, despite knowing that
change is needed in order to maintain
their legacy and properties (Chen et al.,
2021).

Fig. 69 Members of the Bagua Artist Association pose

with lion dancers from the Chinese Freemasons

Note.
Youth Collaborative for Chinatown. (2019 Feb 9). Bagua Art

a.k.a. art kids, with lions by Freemasons [Photograph]. Facebook. https://
www.facebook.com/YCCYVR/photos/1156627987840679/
Used with permission from copyright holder.

Fig. 70 Youth and seniors play mahjong together at the

Youth Collaborative for Chinatown’s Mahjong Social


Note.
Youth Collaborative for Chinatown. (2019 Jul. 20).
[Photograph of community members at the Hot and Noisy
Mahjong Social]. Facebook. https://www.facebook.com/YCCYVR/
photos/1267734480063362/
Used with permission from copyright holder.

Community members are hopeful
though. In speaking about how to
navigate these challenges, many recalled
the public spaces and organic forms of
conversation that emerged in them. The
spaces where people would gather, talk,
and get to know each other are being
lost through gentrification (Chen et al.,
2021). However, through providing these
safe spaces for people to speak openly
and have these difficult conversations
with one another, will people begin to
understand different perspectives and
reach a common ground with the change
that is happening.
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Fig. 71 Reimagining of Columbia / Keefer St. Intersection

Note.
Image created by Author
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Methodology
Moving towards an Audacious Chinatown
It still remains evident that there
is strong energy, enthusiasm and
commitment from community members
to better the Chinatown neighbourhood:
from the organizing of grassroots,
community-based
nonprofits
such
as the Hua Foundation, to regulatory
committees such as the Chinatown
legacy stewardship group. Chinatown
is here to stay, despite its deteriorating
neighbourhood facade. In this project, I
seek to explore the synergy between the
intangible constituents of Chinatown
with the tangible elements of heritage
to understand how these components
build upon each other.
Typical design projects fail to capture
dynamic
processes
of
evolving
neighbourhoods and culture, as these
indicators of change are fluid and noncontainable. As such, I use narrative
as the methodology to explore these
pluralities. Narrative is powerful in the
understanding and telling of personal
stories, ones in which history often
overlook and erase. Personal histories
have a way of connecting those who
are studying with those being studied,

61

creating interpretations and meaning
that transcend time (Yu, 2002). Through
creating visual narratives, capture the
power of understanding to speak of
complex relationships and emotions are
captured in an everyday language.
In doing so, I hope that conventional
approaches
to
heritage
will
be
undermined and perceptions of cultural
and spatial identity uncovered. I hope to
illustrate a Chinatown of the future: a
community that is sustainable, resilient,
and tangible.

Fig. 72 飲碗湯 (jam wun tong) / Have some soup


Note.
Image created by author
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The Novel
Characters
The story is told through the lens of
multiple Chinatown constituents. I use
my characters to embody these different
facets of a complicated neighbourhood
to begin representing and spatializing
these messy concepts of identity.
In
creating
these
characters,
I
engaged with the stakeholders of the
neighbourhood: the multigenerational
Chinese families, residents, passerbyers,
business owners, and city officials. I
also frequented the neighbourhood to
document and observe placemaking
activities through messy urbanism.
These characters are an amalgamation
of the stakeholders that currently exist
and a part of me and my experiences.

Fig. 73 Character map

Note.
Image created by Author
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Sam and Joyce Chow represent the Chinese
who came over for a better life. While
never residing in the neighbourhood, their
lifestyles are firmly rooted in it.
Sam is the hardworking aunt who has moved
her traditions and practices with her. She
bears the difficulties of establishing a life
here in order for her nieces to be accepted
and succeed. She runs the family business in
Chinatown.
Joyce is the empathetic outsider, growing up
in the suburbs but has childhood memories
in the neighbourhood. She feels responsible
to help the Chinatown out of its current state
even though her livelihood doesn’t depend
on it. But she doesn’t know how.

Fig. 74 Sam and Joyce Chow

Note.
Image created by Author
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Kevin, Henry and Thomas Wong represent
the Chinese family who is directly tied
to the neighbourhood. Kevin and Henry
are brothers who are really close but they
have two contrasting perspectives as xnd
generation Chinese-Canadians.
For Kevin, he struggles with accepting his
identity and doesn’t feel as if he belongs
anywhere.
As for Henry, he appreciates his roots and
the neighbourhood he’s grown up in, but
sees his children losing the same familial
ties he’s had with the neighbourhood.
Thomas is referred to as the “old old”
Chinese, representing the generation who
has spent so long fighting to be recognized
and having the protectionist mindset. It’s
hard for them to see past their achievements,
and struggles to see the world from the
perspectives of the later generations

Fig. 75 Kevin and Henry Wong


Note.
Image created by Author
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Fig. 76 Thomas Wong

Note.
Image created by Author
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Irene represents the large non-Chinese
population of the neighbourhood. They are
the group that have strong emotional and
physical connections to the neighbourhood
despite not being Chinese. Irene’s character
is used to speculate on the role of the
designer.

Fig. 77 Irene Diaz


Note.
Image created by Author
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Po Po Yu represents the seniors in the area.
They are the vulnerable population whose
knowledge and expertise play an important
role in passing down cultural traditions. The
seniors are often referred to as the living
heritage of the neighbourhood, and Po
Po Yu’s character embodies the racialized
histories and triumphant celebrations of
Chinatown’s formation.

Fig. 78 Po Po Yu

Note.
Image created by Author
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Story
This graphic novel seeks to represent culture, heritage and identity
through storytelling. Stories take us places, they allow us to understand
different perspectives, memories, becomings and truths.
It is through this story that I explore Chinatown as a place.
Chinatowns are seen, felt, heard, smelt, understood and lived in
through memories, meaning, culture and people. Its meaning is
continually being written and rewritten. Its understanding changes as
the communitys perspectives continually diverge and converge.
The goal of this graphic novel is to move past colonial habits of preserving
the past and understand that places change with their people. Through
this, the capacity of design to respond to these dynamic meanings of
culture, heritage and tradition is questioned.
The story of Chinatown is a collective.
This novel is just one fragment of a collective memoir.
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Chinatown Collective
唐人街的合集

a graphic novel by
Cecilia Lo
老曉彤

Land Acknowledgement

This project was created and conceptualized on the traditional,
ancestral, and unceded territories of the Musqueam, Squamish,
and Tsleil-Waututh nations.

Preface
This graphic novel seeks to represent culture, heritage and
identity through storytelling. Stories take us places, they allow us
to understand different perspectives, memories, becomings and
truths.
It is through this story that I explore Chinatown as a place.
Chinatowns are seen, felt, heard, smelt, understood and lived in
through memories, meaning, culture and people. Its meaning is
continually being written and rewritten. Its understanding changes
as the communitys perspectives continually diverge and converge.
The goal of this graphic novel is to move past colonial habits of
preserving the past and understand that places change with their
people. Through this, the capacity of design to respond to these
dynamic meanings of culture, heritage and tradition is questioned.
The story of Chinatown is a collective.
This novel is just one fragment of a collective memoir.
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Chow

My name is Joyce Chow. I’m 26 years old, and uh... yea that’s about it

What’s special to me about Chinatown are my childhood memories.
Sam and dad own a trading shop here

which basically means they sell a bunch of random houseware
goods, bowls, chopsticks, lanterns, that sort of thing,

My sisters and I would be in the store pretty often, and we’d run around playing hide and seek all the time.

OP

O
BOO

there!

The best was when Judy hid in a large stock pot and got stuck. We only managed to find her because
she let out a fart that echoed throughout the store. Even the customers were shocked.
14

15

When we’d get bored of the store, or when the adults chased us out because we were too annoying,
we’d take the streets and just walk

It was different back then, the lights, the sounds, the smells coming from all directions. Sometimes
you didn’t know what you’d be smelling, the delicious scents of the bakery mixed in with the fish
markets right beside, or the waste bins coming from one of the restaurants.

But now it’s different

The streets were alive and we felt it.

It’s sad to see the neighbourhood like this, but I guess that’s what happens when no one really cares anymore.
Then everyone starts moving out

16
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What brings me back now is Sam.
She’s my aunt, but feels more like my second mother.

Oh Joyce! gam dzou aa?

dzung san tsing gan uni
ah?
Deadline gei see ?

hey Sam

in like 2 weeks

Sam cares a lot about this neighbourhood- and I do too. Even though business is slowing down, Sam makes sure
she opens right at 9am everyday. Even if it means waking up at 6 to make it here from Burnaby.

sik dzo faan mei?

nei lou dau daan
sam nei dze

duk daai hok m jat ding sing gung ge...
People go through years of school and still
useless! Other people drop out make millions!

mm

mm

that’s not what dad thinks

hai gam laa, jat jat
dou hou tsing

How’s business today?

Mostly just me and dust bunny
here.

dzok fu mou do dou soeng tai dou koey
dei ge dzai noey sing gung, m soey jiu ji
kaau koey dei.
dzi jiu nei wan dou jat fan wan ding ge
gung dzok, wan dou sing gung, doey
ngo dei loi gong dzau dzuk gau laa.
koey ji gaa naan wai nei,
daan dzoey dzung
if you happy, he happy

18
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What would you want?

My customers are like family too.
yu po po tung koey dzoeng fu mui go lai baai dou lai hang haa, king gai. ngo dzung ji gin
dou koey dei, ho cutie

Judy tung Janice dou git dzo fan,
wai dzi gei dzou dak hou hou. ne
faai d wan faan nei ling jat bun,
jy gwo m hai nei hou tsi ngo gam!
Forever alone
ok Sam, I didn’t ask for an attack

gong siu dze~
I don’t expect any
of you to take over

Why do you keep it
open then? Why not
just close entirely

because I love this
community and my
customers

dong nei fu mou lei fan hau, ngo tung nei lou dau bun dou loi ni dou, ngo dei jat
mou so jau, jam ho jan dou m sik.

Stories like these worry me. I need to be here
to make sure they ok.

but koey dei lou le. soeng go lai baai yu po
po bun dou le! hou tsoi koey dzoeng fu hai
dou tsaang dzy koey , mou sau jam ho soeng.

We go where Chinese go, so ji dzau lau hai tong yun gai.

aa juk dze, Anna, lam taai, dze suk, ngo so jau ge best friends dou hai ni dou sik.

This community gave me everything so supporting it is my duty
20
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But Chinatown is dying... tong ji cin m tong le.
Lookdying...
how quiet
is inthe
heresame as it was before. You and I both
But Chinatown’s
it’sitnot
know the store won’t last much longer. Just look how quiet it is in here

Chinatown BIA

Share your thoughts! - Chinatown improve

admissions/

22
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Wong

Every Wednesday we had Kung Fu where we would head on over to Chau
Luen Society building for class. My brother really enjoyed it

My name is Kevin Wong. I’m a 4th
generation Chinese-Canadian, born
and raised Vancouverite

I loathed it

Chinatown to me is more of a
memory. I have an older brother
and estranged parents

During water breaks, I’d sneak
out to Maclean Park instead

Even though my father would always warn me to stay away from
the area because it was “dangerous”, that never kept me away

Things were different back then
FIVE... FOUR... THREE...

There was more
character, more kids,
more fun.
READY OR NOT HERE
I COME!

Things were different back then. I never realized how different I was because everyone around me was different.
I felt like I fit in to this crowd of misfits
But everything’s changed now

the world was smaller, we were smaller, and everyone seemed happier. Chinatown was busy and full of shouting, energy,
and kids would be running around town. My family has close ties to this neighbourhood. My father is a board member of
the Wong’s Benevolent Association. We did lots of activities together.
26
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冇鬼用

useless
I don’t have a son like you

l

fu
disgrace

good for nothing
死廢柴
28

29

The society members are all are getting old and new generation
needs to step in or else this heritage is going to be lost.

Hey there

I think back at our childhood and how much fun we had in this neighborhood. I’d like
my kids to have the same opportunities that we did to connect with their roots.

Stop joking. I saw
you like yesterday.
What’s the urgency

Hey long time
no see!

Well... It’s not your
favourite topic but we
need to talk about dad

Yo

But the elders, they don’t see things the way we
do. They’re stubborn and don’t like the change
that Chinatown’s in- it’s not all Chinese that this
neighbourhood is.

I’d like to have you on board to help lead with me,
there’s only so much I can do by myself

...I’m leaving

He’s asked me to be replace
him on the society’s board

Wait!

Your films and storytelling are so successful. With your skills,
it would really help jazz up and promote Chinatown to a wider
audience!

Hear me out at least?

30

31

So, what do you say?

Sure

I’ll think about it

You know,
everything
becomes a
little easier
once you
accept who
you are

Cool. I’ll let you know

h

sig

Yes!! Thanks so much!

But
Our family was always very... disconnected

I still want nothing to do with dad

32
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Dad would be traveling back and fourth between
Toishan a lot because that’s where business was.

Wednesdays were Kung Fu classes

Ma Ma took care of us instead after schools,
she would take us out shopping for groceries and
then we would help her cook

Shopping with your grandchildren
again Mrs. Wong?

MORE CA

NDY!

E
MOR

I loved them. I always wanted to learn and it made me
feel more connected with my roots.

hiya!

My brother wasn’t as in to it though. I knew he would
sneak out often and skip class. I kept it quiet from my dad
because if he found out, I knew he wouldn’t be happy.

DY!
CAN

Mom would pick us up after her office job and we
would all eat dinner together before we left
I want this piece!

thank you Ma Ma

Henry dear, pass me
your bowl

Kevin! No flying chopsticks!

34

But he found out anyways

35

You should bring them by more often, the uncles are
always so happy to see young people around

Hey dad

I try, they do come into the
neighbourhood for Chinese school

And after that we’re usually running
around doing errands with them. I’d
leave them here but there’s just not
much the society does that interests
these kids

ah Henry
How are things?

Did you think about
what I asked last
time?

Just dropping by before I
head to pick up the kids

36
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I did. And I’m willing to, but only
on one condition.
There is no way. He and I have made it
clear we’ve cut ties
What is it

I’ve raised him with the best of
everything and all he repays me with
is nothing but disagreement

The world is changing
dad, and you need to
accept that whether
you like it or not. We
can’t stay in the past
forever.

I’ve given him so many chances
but everytime it’s “no” or “you
don’t get it”

You need to make amends with Kevin

講乜話

!?

I don’t understand what
he sees in his life. For all I
care, he’s a useless-

Leaving

Where are you going??

38

Think about it ok?

39

he talks funny

ers

snick

snickers

his eyes are so small
40

Where did I go wrong as a parent?
41
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Irene

My name is Irene Diaz

I’ve been living in Vancouver for over 10 years

I left Mexico with my two kids,
Lucas and Miguel

We ended up in Chinatown because it felt familiar. There
was something about the small scale streets, the storefront
variety, close-knit neighbourhood fabric that the rest of
Vancouver lacked

44
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The kids were excited by the streets

They were excited by the foods

I loved walking around the streets here.

Mom! Look at all
the fish!

ah

o
oo

w
Everywhere I went, the sights and sounds
reminded me of home
Would you like to try
some xiao long baos?

it’s hot!

And they loved eating it
Parks and playgrounds were close by

46
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and the sea! oh it’s beautiful

Hey everyone, is my
audio ok?

I started a new job as a community consultant with the City. They’re really pushing for
equity and reconciliation with the Chinatown community, and they hired me to help out.
48
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Hey Irene?

Oh!
I’m sorry, my
internet cut out.
Could you repeat
that?

I think she’s frozen

the neighbourhood’s changed so drastically within
the few years I’ve been here
Yea we just wanted to
hear your thoughts. We’re
organizing a booth to collect
survey responses from the
community

a neighbourhood once filled with character and life

Just wanted to know if you’d
be comfortable running the
booth there alone for the
first few hours

Yea that’s no problem at all.
I’ve done many community
engagement events as a
planner so this is no different

Great! Let’s continue with
the meeting then
Today we have a guest joining
us, his name is Henry Wong
from the Wong’s benevolent
association

is now covered with hate and neglect
50
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53
Today

I’m not interesting or
creative! I’m applying
for a social work
degree not some
creative degree

What are you making it
about?
I’ll get a medium soy vanilla latte
and one of those power
muffins

I don’t know

Sure, is that everything?

Hey wait... you’re good at
filming and storytelling

Well that’s unfortunate. looks
like you’re gonna be here for a
while longer too then

Man I can’t believe they
want a video essay from
me.
I hate being in front of a
camera. Why can’t I just
write out my thoughts
instead

wow

Help me out here

thx

That’ll be $8.90

You’re the one that wants
to get in to university,
not me

What’s in it for me?
Come on, it’ll be a
challenge for you.

Soy milk vanilla
latte

Thank you
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A lifetime of praises
and high fives
Pleeeaaassseee
single americano

Yes!

Ugh fine.

56

!!

er ever

o-work

Best c
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太好了。日期係幾時?

Sam 我孙女
结婚喇!

sik teng m
sik gong

Thanks

po po, koey hai
ngo geh zat neoi

koey m sik
gong dzoug
man?

ho liang ah~

I can a little!

八月十八號
ngo jing man m hou
Hey Sam!
Guess what

nei ling m ling
dak saai?

nei jing goi hok haa
do d dzung man

Joyce ho ji
bong sau

ho ji tung do d jhan
kau tung
chinese good!

但我想確保我有佢
需要嘅一切。
佢住嘅地方唔多中
國舖頭,所以我要
喺呢度買野。你個
店最好嘅,我要嘅
嘢所有都有

aaa dim gaai maai
dou gum do yeh
geh?

Yes, I can help

m goi saai
ngo dzy dak m
taai jyn
Yea! Kevin agreed to
help film my essay
Joyce! Good news?
Oh, sorry, hi
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nei ji gaa dzou
gan di me aa?

I’m applying for
university right now!

ngo...
daai
hok...

人身只有苦,肯定會有果
uhm

m goi saai!
jap lai laa,
jam wun tong

hai, ngo dei
dou le

ht
oh rig n’t
oes
she d and
st
under h..
englis

m hou bei szi gei taai daai aat
lik, si tsing dzung wui jau git gwo

daai hok hou hou ah! nei
jat ding hou tsung ming
nei dzi, ngo d dazi noey
m soeng duk daai hok,
daan do m gan jiu

Thank you

No, it’s ok
m saai
haak hei

ngo go dzai do mo duk gwo
daai hok, daan koey ji gaa
hai dzung gwok ging jing dzy
jat gaa kei jip

keoy dei jing jin hai
nou lik, ji gaa do
zyu dak hou hou

keoy hou hou,
dzou dak hou hou

duk daai hok m jat
ding lek

koey sam dzi man
ngo jiu m jiu tsin!

ni dzek gwaan fu
nei ge sang wut

just like what mom use to make

dong ngo dai jat tsi lai
gaa naa daai si, sang
wut hou gaan naan

dzik gun hou naan, daan
hai ngo dei jiu ling dzip
sau ji man ge syn dzaak

ngo dei dzan hai jiu
ling min koeng dou
jat, wan tsin

ngo dei gaan lai dou ni dou,
so ji ngo dei gin tsi dzo lok lai

baak jan bei ngo dei hou gaan
naan si gwong. koey dei m dzung ji
ngo dei, ngo dei gou gzi, daan hai
ngo dei dou hai sei dzo lok lai.

ngo dei nou lik dzou je,
dzoen dzik dzoen dzaak

wow Po Po’s lived
so much

through

I wonder...

Um, Po po.. Um

ngo ho m ho ji fong
man nei?
My um.. dai hok.. um..
entrance esso! hou a!

nei tai, git gwo do
hou hou

dzik dou ngo dei mou,
koey lo dzau dzo ngo
dei ge siu laap pou
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What, really?

ho do dze!!

lei ting jat dzou
soeng loi
ngo luk dim hei san
geh. nei cat dim
lai la

m saai ~
Ok
cat dim geen

faai d jam mai nei
wun tong
dung la
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dzou san!

Po Po dzou san!

this is my.. uh.
peng yao Kevin

Hi

koey bong
ngo uh...

ok ok
mo man tai

loi laa, ngo san
wan tsi dou liu
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Hey I think Po Po’s
getting tired
There’s no benches
to sit around here

Po Po lei ok ma?

zan
jat d
gam ng aa~
mo

ngo ok
mut si

dzau dou laa
ngo jau go pang jau jat dzan gan ngo dei
So for next class, be sure to
wear comfortable shoes as we
will be going for a field lesson
Ok class dismissed
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71

Um.. Hey
there...

...and that the
neighbourhood was built off
of these racist tendencies,
and Chinatown’s a product
of white people

Huh? Did Po Po
say something?

我哋齊了

So what Po Po is
saying is that

!

woah
這裡是溫哥

禧門,

72

華的千

73

Hi!

WHAT THE?
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77
*see end notes on page 167

Past

UGH

Where are w

e?

78

79

*see end notes on page 167

uh...

Same place of course, we’re standing
in the same spot as we were earlier.
This is where the Millennium Gates
are, just about a hundred of years
ago.

where are we?

Wait, Po Po, you’re
speaking.. English

st
, we mu
dallying come
ly
il
d
h
s
i lo
oug
Well en fore the gwa
e
hurry b

Just a familiar face in a
familiar crowd. I’m sure
you’ve all seen me before

Welcome to Vancouver 1901! We arrived
just in time for the arrival of the Duke
and Duchess of Cornwall!

what was that?
Ah yes, well, see my friend here
she doesn’t understand
Chinese. And to be
fair, everyone here
understands English a
lot better right

?? Me ?

Well go on, introduce yourself.
Don’t just stand there

Oh, uh. my name is Irene and I work
for the City of Vancouver as part
of the Chinatown Transformation
Team.
I saw you guys having a lot of fun
earlier and wanted to have a quick
chat
And you know
Po Po Yu?

Ok, so who are you?

?

g to happen

What’s goin

Hurry now

No...
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*see end notes on page 167

You see, the gwai los were always scared of
the Chinese. That’s why we were constantly
bullied.
Even when we first arrived in these lands, we
were unwelcomed.

I think 1907 was the height of all these
racial tensions. Resulting in the riot here

Come now

That’s horrible...

*see end notes on page 167
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I guess the arch proves to show that
despite their struggles, the community
is still holding themselves up.
They’re exerting and promoting
themselves instead of hiding in fear

Woah

This is beautiful..

Things changed after World War II, when the
Chinese joined forces to fight against the enemy

Oh! This is the installation for
Vancouver’s Golden Jubilee
This must be a signal of
progress for the status of
the Chinese
It really took a war for
the community to begin
to accept them?

Don’t celebrate just yet
To this time and day, the Chinese
head tax and racial segregation laws
were still in full power

*see end notes on page 167

1947 was when the Chinese exclusion act
was repealed and the Chinese were first
allowed to vote

Those who did immigrate here were
still facing discrimination.

86
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*see end notes on page 167

But the Chinese were still being challenged
year after year after year
All these protests happened during the 1960s.
The proposed changes from the city would’ve
eradicated the whole Chinatown.
Thankfully this time around, they had other supporters.
Chinatown was more than just a Chinese enclave, many other
minority groups lived in and around the neighbourhood as well.

They all bonded on their collective
suffering and supported one another.

This is why a sense of community is so important to
those who come here... They supported one another
through these difficult times
*see end notes on page 167
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*see end notes on page 167

Hey Kevin, isn’t that your dad?

Yes exactly. Community is
what gave the people hope,
trust, and power.

Oh... yea

huh?

This is why the clan societies are so
important and powerful. People were tied to
familiar bonds, even if the familiar was only
by sharing the same last name. That was
enough for barriers to be broken and for
people to seek help

*see end notes on page 167
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This is when Chinatown started getting all the hokey-dokey
ornaments and embellishments from the city. The City finally
acknowledged the importance of this neighbourhood and set
bylaws that protected this so called historical asset in 1971.

This is looking familiar...
are we back?

That’s so unfair... these
spaces are so much
more than what they
appear but what other
people see on first
glance are these tacky
pandas and pagodas

Flag

And then we have these giant gates...

With all this new attention, they launched
what was called “City Beautification”. But
I like to call these efforts eye candy and
tourist traps

Wait, this was also the time period where the
City built a lot of the cultural highlights in the
neighbourhood wasn’t it? Like the Chinese Cultural
Centre, the Sun Yat-Sen Gardens

Yes, this is correct. The funding that was
made available because of these efforts
gave the community it’s important gathering
and event spaces

I mean, can we really define
what authentic culture is?
Like, I’m Chinese, but I barely
speak Chinese and don’t know
what proper traditions are.
Am I even Chinese enough?

Hey that’s me and my sisters! I think we
were just coming out from Chinese class

The construction of these spaces allowed for traditions
and cultural learning to persist. But I guess the dated
iconography did as well
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No, don’t say that
Chinese culture has already experienced so many
changes, ever since the first Chinese arrived. People had
to adapt in order to survive, and in adapting, they’ve
found ways to hybridize their traditions and that’s what
they passed down to their future generations.

Traditions and heritage are constantly changing and
we need to embrace this change. We’re more than
these shapes, colours and structures Chinatown is
reduced to

94

Wonderful realizations
everyone is coming to. But
I have one more stop for
you all...
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97
Future

(a-side)

This is... Pender Street right?

Are we back in our time?

Yea, looks like it

Something’s feels off though.
It’s too clean and polished
Wait, look!

World Heritage huh? Looks like the Chinatown
Transformation Team was successful in their
endeavors
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And now, we are about to enter in one of
these historical clan societies.

These societies were established by early
immigrants to provide social support and
general welfare services to their members.
They have been a vital part of the Chinatown
community ever since their establishment
and still remain social hubs for the local
Chinese-Canadian community

This particular one, the Yue Shan
Society was built in 1889 from funds
that were collected from members of
this association all over the world.

Hey let’s follow them

Everything is too pristine
here and sparkly... It’s like I’m
walking through Disneyland

Po Po, where are we exactly?
Why in the future of
course. Still Vancouver’s
Chinatown though

...and this floor is used as the society
gathering space, usually located on the third
floor of these buildings. Members come here
to relax, socialize and chat with their friends

Hey, what’s over there?
There’s like flashing lights
or something

Please feel free to roam
around but don’t disturb
these members

What is this...
it’s like these
people are zoo
animals

Yea... this is so weird

Well, there’s certainly more
people in the neighbourhood
now. I wonder where they’re all
here for
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What in the-

uh....

Woah wha

t!?

This is to

o much
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This really can’t be what
Chinatown’s future is right?

Low key, this is kind of
funny
Well the City certainly
nailed the economy
parts of their plan

Wait, there’s somewhere
I need to see

Oh it’s your aunt’s shop.
It’s still here?

Joyce, wait up!

No...

Welcome
Please feel free to browse
around and let me know if there’s
a specific item you’d like to see
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this is so kitschy....
Hey! Joyce!
Sorry

This isn’t real,
right Po Po?

ok

Let’s go find a
place to sit and
eat. I’m sure
you’re all tired
and could use
some food

Follow me, I think
my favourite spot
is still open

Certainly popular though
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Hey! Name’s Sharon

How many?

But where’s my baked
pork cutlet with rice...

Interesting menu...
Braised beef ragu?
Coconut Blueberry Bliss
congee?

Po Po Yu is my great great great
great great grandmother

Wait wait wait wait wait

Hi dear

And they call these
authentic Chinese
flavours?

Po Po I thought you said all your
family had already moved away

Yea they did. My dad was the one who moved us back here.
He said business was better west here and so they moved
to Richmond.

Sorry, we need
another moment

I’ve always heard stories about my tai tai tai po and so
that’s what drew me to Chinatown. I wanted to experience
what she loved about this neighbourhood.

Wha??

But things as so different!
Everything about this
place stinks of tourist and
fakeness
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Here, come by this
tonight. I’ll show you
all then

yes, but

See you all
tonight

259 East Georgia St. huh...

Oh sweet! They do have
my baked pork chop rice
How mysterious

110
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Future

(b-side)

This is it

Is it just me, or does she look like
an alt-Joyce
Looks closed
Let’s try

I see it
Hello again

Here we are

You must be here for the
exhibit. Follow me.

114
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Feel free to
browse around,
the opening
doesn’t start
for another 10
minutes or so.
Resiliency in people and
participatory design...

These sound like such amazing
community-led projects

WASSUP Diepsloot
Sticky Situations

Oh these are photos of
Chinatowns around the world?

Reimagining ChinaTOwn
Linda Zhang

The oldest store in
Maybe... There’s more
Chinatown
though. Look, read their little

Tess Ayano

description cards.

So this is what successful
placemaking looks like

*see end notes on page 167
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*see end notes on page 167

Thanks everyone for coming out
here tonight
My name is Kevin and as
you may or may not have
noticed, this is the launch
of my photography exhibit

See, we’re all a product of
the time and space we find
ourselves in

KEVIN WONG
ALTERNATE FUTURES

People affect their environments and the
environment affects them. It’s always a back
and fourth dialogue in people building out their
own personal identities and truths
so THAT’S altKevin huh

Uhmm so a little bit
about this exhibit
I was gratefully funded
to travel the world
and document these
community building
projects

And in accepting this truth, we begin to
accept ourselves and the identity that we’ve
created for ourselves
We honour our heritage by being true
to ourselves. What I learned is that
culture is passed down through the
actions of people

And it changes

Heritage isn’t meant to be
fixed in place

With the heightened hate and racism that the Asian community has continually faced, I started questioning
my own roots, heritage and asked whether someone like me, was “authentic” enough. And through this
journey I began to find myself and accept my own identity
*see end notes on page 167
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*see end notes on page 167

Heritage is about being able to
invent and reinvent itself over
and over again

So I looked at how these models that
existed outside of Vancouver, where the
mixing of heritage and cultures became
recognized and understood by the
communities that inhabited such spaces.

And no matter what, we
are authentic.

A commonality was the
commitment to healing,
reconciliation and justice.

But it’s only one
thing for us to
accept ourselves

What I found was, to
no one’s surprise
it’s a collective
effort

How do we get others
see things from our
perspectives and how do
we start processes of
creating new heritages?

It was creating safe spaces for people to
talk, listen, agree, and disagree.
Spaces where productive conversations
happen and productive action arouse.
It’s not only about the
Chinese, but about all
marginalized communities

*see end notes on page 167
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*see end notes on page 167

It’s a lot easier said than done but it gives me
hope that change is possible and that we can
begin to build our own versions of these visions
here in this Chinatown.

I’ll end off the launch today with a note. If we’re not the
ones to challenge the norm, then who will?

Least to say, this experience has
changed and moved my own perspectives
towards my family and community. I was
overwhelmed with the care and compassion
people showed each other and we all have
this within us.

We have the power and motivation, we have the
visions. We need spaces that allow us to have
these types of conversations to allow people to
see who we are, where we are and what we are.

We’re almost out of time...
we should get going

So I hope that the exhibit here is able to inspire
change to you all the same way that my journey has
empowered me.

*see end notes on page 167
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Now

126

127

128

129

130

131

nei zou maat yeh gum jing zung?

Let me show you...

g
n
i
d

Oh! Nei yup
dou dai hok?!?

U ni versity...

Chinatown community
land trust?

132

133

Uhm.. maybe. I’ll
look at it later
No here, this is what I
wanted to show you

Land trust? Maat
yeh lei gah?

It’s a community
discussion

Yea, I’m actually
one of the main
organizers of the
event

Of course I come

You should
come!

ngo text sai ngo
d friend! gew mai
kiu dei do ley
haha thanks Sam

134

135

136

137

Wow there’s so many people

138

Ah I’m getting nervous

139

You’ll do great

Hello everyone

Welcome to our kickoff Community Land Trust meeting for Chinatown

140
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143
In a time not too far from now

Next station is: Main Street, Science World

144

145

Hmm I’m still a
little early

146

Guess I’ll wander a bit

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

Ah shoot! I lost track
of time

Hm... I think it’s this way
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156

157
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Conclusions

This thesis sought to understand how representations affect one’s
understanding of their self and cultural identity and what role does it
have in creating new narratives.
What I found through this storytelling process is that representations
can work through multiple levels to communicate ideas. They don’t
always tell the full story.
Culture, heritage and identity building are always changing and ongoing.
Identity is created through process making. It is the outcome of the
conditions, time and space we find ourselves in. We are a product of
the forces that have shaped us and simultaneously, we shape the forces
surrounding us. In essence, the representations of our environments
are representations of people building out their identities.
We are influencing and influenced by our environments. Representations
are useful shorthands, but they can also be misconstrued if not fully
understood. It is easy to read representations upon first glance, but there
is much more embedded in these facades. These tangible and intangible
aspects of the everyday lives of people are always in conversation with
one another. It is difficult and dangerous to separate the two because
overtime, these actions form traditions and knowledge, they become a
part of one’s own heritage.
To me, heritage is about inventiveness. It’s about being able to redefine
itself, to change and to persist through time. And as designers, we must
acknowledge that our role extends beyond buzzwords of placemaking,
and we need to understand our position in a global collection of places
and stories.
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